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Sentences
Brainstorm

  What is a sentence?
  Name the two parts in a sentence.

1

Let us know
A sentence has two parts - subject and predicate. Subject talks about some 
person or thing. Predicate says something about that person or thing.

A. Unscramble the words to make complete sentences. Circle the subject and 
underline the predicate.

1. runs / the fast / horse

2. his / near / house / temple is the

3. policeman / a / pickpocket / chased the

4. hanging / wall / clock the / on the / is

Look at the sentence below. There are two parts in the sentence.

The cows / are grazing in the field.

subject predicate
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5. tea / lot / a / of / grows / Assam / in

6. cannot / we / without food / live

7. the sky / the sun / in / shines

8. flies / the / very / airplane / fast

9. the east / rises / sun / the / in

10. writing / blackboard / teacher / on the / is / the

B. Add a suitable subject to the following predicates.

1.  is the tallest animal.

2.  sells fruits and vegetables.

3.  flies a kite.

4.  is the capital of India.

5.  is made of flour.

6.  is watering the plants.

7.  works very hard.

8.  is ringing.

9.  are croaking loudly.

10.  is wearing a pretty dress.
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C. Add a suitable predicate to the following subjects.

1. The group of men 

2. Ganesh 

3. Mukesh 

4. Saras 

5. Sudha 

Every sentence has two main parts: a simple subject and a simple predicate.

The simple subject of a sentence is the main word in the complete subject. It is always 
a noun or a pronoun. Sometimes, the simple subject is also the complete subject. The 
complete predicate of a sentence tells what the subject does or is. It includes a verb and 
all other details that describe what is going on. 
Example: My father fixed the dryer. 

Example: Most birds | can fly.

Example: They | can fly because they have wings.

   • The simple predicate is the complete verb within the complete predicate.

   • The simple predicate may be one or more words.

Example: Most birds | can fly.

Example: They | can fly because they have wings.

D. Draw a line under the simple subject and the simple predicate in the following 
sentences.

Example: The dusty old car | won’t start anymore.

1. She got a new bike.

2. Jackie is a smart girl.

3. The earth moves around the orbit.

4. Zubin wrote a letter to his principal.

5. The amusement park is full of water games.
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6. The farmers are ploughing the field.

7. M.S. Dhoni is an amazing cricket player.

8. The storm clouds are getting darker.

9. Dogs, cats, and turtles make the best pets.

10. The stern judge ruled that the defendant was not guilty.

11. Only I am able to know what I am thinking.

12. All the people ran from the burning building.

13. His broken leg will heal in three months.

14. The dinosaur is a good example of an extinct predator.

E. Underline the simple predicates in the following sentences.

1. I run in the beach every morning.

2. We made delicious donuts.

3. The sandwich was very tasty.

4. Farah and Ali are playing the keyboard and singing.

5. We will complete the project by next week.

F. Write five complete sentences on your own. Underline the simple subjects and 
circle the simple predicates.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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G. Draw a line between the complete subject and the complete predicate in the 
following sentences. Then circle the simple subject and the simple predicate.

Joginder’s family   / ate dinner in a western restaurant.

1. Daniel can come with us to the movie.

2. Leela is my best friend.

3. The moon shines bright. 

4. Cassia is writing a letter.

5. Dinner will be ready in fifteen minutes.

6. The firemen are extinguishing the fire.

7. We went to lunch with Amar and his friend today.

8. Sharan and Shreya worked so hard on their project.

9. A large number of swimmers competed in the race this year.

10. The tired old man came in from the rain.

11. People really need to stop littering.

12. I am very hungry.

13. Oh my god! I forgot my homework!

14. This beautiful 15th century painting is priceless.

15. The wild bunny hopped across the road.

16. The bird’s feathers were long and colourful.
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Activity 2
Sentence Labelling Game

For this game, place a series of chart paper around the classroom walls, and on 
each write 5-10 sentences. Divide students into groups, and give each group, 
markers of a particular colour to represent their group. Each group must start one 
at a time on a chart. Students have 15 seconds to mark the subject and predicate 
of one of the sentences on the chart. After the time passes, sound a buzzer. At 
that point, students must rotate clockwise to the next chart and label another 
sentence. Alternatively, if they believe one of the groups is wrong, they can mark 
what they think is the correct answer.

Fun time

Activity 1
Have each student make two cards (one will say SENTENCE and the other will 
say NOT A SENTENCE). Read phrases and sentences aloud. If it’s a sentence, then 
children must raise the correct card; if it is not a sentence, then they raise the 
other card.
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Nouns
Brainstorm 

  What are nouns? 
  Why do we use nouns in a sentence? 
  What is the other term for a noun in the sentence?

2

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the given nouns for the following 
exercise. Use each noun only one time.

chairs     job     luggage    progress     experience     furniture     information    
permission     hair     work

1. I don't have much , only two small bags. 

2. They are going to tell you all you want to know. They are going to give you a lot 

  of  .

3. There is room for everybody to sit comfortably. There are a lot of 

 . 

4. We have no , not even a bed or a table. 

5. 'What does Aadhi look like? ‘He's got a long beard and very short 

’ .

6. Vrunda’s English is very bad. She must work hard to make  .

7. Sumesh is unemployed. He’s looking for a  .

8. If you want to leave work early, you have to ask for  . 

9. I don’t think Banu will get the job. She hasn’t got enough  .
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Let us recall
A proper noun is the name of a particular person, place or thing. A common 
noun is a name given in common to every person or thing of the same class 
or kind. A collective noun is the name of a collection of people or things taken 
together and spoken of as a whole. An abstract noun is the name of a quality, 
action or state which we cannot see or touch. A concrete noun is something 
that can be seen or felt.

B. Point out the nouns in the following sentences and say whether they are Common 
(C), proper (P), collective (CO) or abstract (A).

1. Always speak the truth. 

2. Honesty is the best policy. 

3. King Solomon was famous for his wisdom. 

4. A committee of five was appointed. 

5. We saw a fleet of ships in the harbour. 

6. He gave me a bunch of grapes. 

7. London is on the river Thames. 

8. Cleanliness is next to godliness. 

9. Wisdom is better than riches. 

10. Winston Churchill was one of the greatest Prime Ministers of England.

11. I recognised his voice at once. 

12. Our team is better than theirs. 

C. Underline the concrete nouns. Circle the abstract nouns.

1. Jane and David have been on a raft for weeks.

2. Jane still has hope but David feels despair. 
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3. Rather than suffering from hunger, David tries to fish. 

4. David makes a net from an old bag and thread.

5. David uses his intelligence to catch a fish and Jane is happy. 

6. Jane collects rain in a tarpaulin bag but thirst is a problem. 

7. Boredom is a constant threat, so David and Jane make up stories to pass the time.

D. Complete the following sentences using the appropriate collective nouns.

swarm     collection     herd     flight     bouquet     gang     
flock     bundle     band

1. A  of locusts attacked a  of cattle.

2. A  of birds is always a beautiful sight.

3. They welcomed the chief guest with a  of flowers.

4. As we drove down the country side, we saw a  of sheep 

grazing in the fields.

5. The  of robbers has been arrested by the police.

6. There we saw a man carrying a  of clothes on his head.

7. A  of musicians was hired to perform at the party.

8. My friend has a fine  of old stamps.

E. Write the collective noun on the line that best fits in the sentence. The first one has 
been done for you.

family     crew     students     swarms     herds     team     army

1. The volleyball team is trying hard to win the final game.

2. The  of airline pilots are boarding the plane.
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3. On the last day of school, the  have to take all their 

school books home.

4. Her  plans to go to Disneyland during the winter holidays.

5. The  was sent to the foreign country for enforcing peace.

6. Roaming the prairies,  of buffaloes searched for fresh grass.

7. Gathering nectar to carry back to the hive, the  of bees 

buzzed.buzzed.

Let us know
Compound nouns are words for people, animals, places, things, or ideas made 
up of two or more words. Most compound nouns are made with nouns that 
have been modified by adjectives or other 

• Compound nouns are sometimes one word, like toothpaste, haircut or bedroom. 
These are often referred to as closed or solid compound nouns.

• Sometimes compound nouns are connected with a hyphen: dry-cleaning, 
daughter-in-law and well-being are some examples of hyphenated compound 
nouns.

• Sometimes compound nouns appear as two separate words: full moon, christmas 
tree and swimming pool. These are often referred to as open or spaced compound 
nouns.

F. Choose the word that makes each of these nouns into a compound noun.

1. fund  (driver, seat, raiser)

2. news  (paper, story, travels)

3. sun  (day, glasses, heat)

4. child  (lock, care, play)

5. door  (frame, handle, way)
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G. Fill in the blanks to complete each compound noun, or with the one-word 
compound noun that fits best.

1. Prevent a heart  by eating properly and getting enough 
exercise. 

  a.  stroke     b. attack     c. murmur

2. Do you prefer peppermint / cinnamon flavoured ?

  a. cookies     b. toothpaste     c. applesauce

3. The full  looked enormous as it rose over the horizon. 

  a. moon     b. sun     c. sunset

4. I’m going to the barber for a  . 

  a. trim     b. new style     c. haircut

5. They’re digging a new swimming  in the park. 

  a. suit     b. pool     c. game

6. I’d love to learn to pilot an  .

  a. boat     b. airplane     c. submarine

7. One reason donuts are fattening, is that they’re fried in cooking 

 .

  a. oil     b. sugar     c. pans

8. Sherly is upset because she lost an  . 

  a. input     b. earring     c. friendship

9. We put a  in the garden to chase the birds away.

  a. runway     b. sunshade     c. scarecrow

10. I’ve got to pick up a package at the post  .

  a. man     b. office     c. book
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H. Complete the crossword puzzle with collective nouns. 

Across

2. a collection of books 

3. a group of birds 

5. a group of ships 

7. a group of soldiers 

Down

1. a group of lions 

2. a set of rooms 

4. a group of ants 

6. a group of sailors 

3 4

5

6

7

2

1
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I. Complete the sentences by filling in the blanks with your own abstract nouns. 
Create two or three sentences on your own with the abstract nouns.

1. Life is full of  .

2. Water is necessary for  .

3. The judges give  .

4. The rose has a sweet  .

5.  is wealth.

6. Face the  with a smiling face.

7. 

8. 

9. 

Fun time

Activity 1
Team error correction

Write the sentences on the board (such as the ones below) and explain that each 
sentence has at least one mistake. Ask the students to discuss suitable corrections 
in pairs. Also discuss about the nouns in the sentences. 

1. I’ve never be able to swim in the sea.

2. I’ll to be able to play football tonight, if the weather’s good.

3. I’d love to being able to speak English perfectly.

4. My friends was able to see my car when I drove past.

5. I’m able to playing the piano really well.

6. If we finish early, we’ll be able go to shopping after work.

7. John’s to be able to cook like a chef. His food is so much tasty.

8. My brother’s able to make great photos in holiday.

9. She able to sing beautifully. All the people thinks she’ll be a pop star.
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Activity 2
Team gap fill 

Divide the class into two teams and give each team a board marker. Put a question 
on the board, and two spaces for each team’s answer. For example:

I’d like  English fluently before my holiday next year.

Team A:  Team B: 

Now get the students to discuss their ideas in their groups, only giving a short 
amount of time to decide on an answer. Next, ask them to nominate one member 
of their team to write the answer on the board. Make sure each team member 
writes at the same time, to avoid copying each other. Once both groups have 
written an answer, discuss them as a class. If the teams have different answers, 
discuss whose answer is correct, to encourage self-correction and reflection.

Swap the role of writers around with each new sentence and give two points for a 
perfect sentence and one point if they’re close. Continue with the activity in this 
way, writing one question on the board at a time.
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Singular and plural 
nouns

Brainstorm
  Can you give the difference between the singular and plural nouns?
  What makes the difference between these nouns?

3

B P Q A C F O X E S

G Z B M O S S E S P

V K E D L C G U G I

C D E C B R P Q Z E

G A S E S U V K U S

L I Q A Z N A B C P

Q S S T I C K E R S

L I U P V H V K L B

A E B U F F L O E S

C S P Q A P O X E N

A M W I N D O W S L

F E L V E S P D K V

A noun which is used for only one person or thing is a singular noun.
Example: girl, man, child, pen, table, chair

A noun which is used for more than one person or thing is plural noun. 
Example: girls, men, children, pens tables, chairs

A. Look carefully and find the plural nouns in the puzzle.
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B. Choose the correct word to fill in each blank.

1. Put those  (boxs / boxes) in the back of the car.

2. We cut down six  (branchs / branches).

3. I bought a set of  (brushs / brushes) last week.

4. An athlete will have many  over the course of a career 
(coachs / coaches).

5. How many apartment  (complexes / complexs) have you 
lived in?

6. The microscope has two  (lens / lenses).

7. I ate two  (lunchs / lunches) today.

8. You shouldn’t play with  (matchs / matches).

9. This job has many  (minusis / minuses).

10. We tend to three garden  (patchs / patches).

• Some nouns are used only in the singular, even though they end in –s. These 
include: the names of academic subjects such as classics, economics, 
mathematics / maths, physics; the physical activities like gymnastics and aerobics; 
the diseases measles and mumps; and the word news.

Example: Maths was never my best subject at school.

Aerobics is great fun – you should try it!

• Some nouns only have a plural form. They cannot be used with numbers. There are 
names that use only the plural form. They are pair of scissors, pair of trousers, pair 
of glasses, thanks, clothes.

Example: She washes the clothes with detergent powder.
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C. Read the sentences and fill in the blanks.

1. I’ve got new  . Do you like them?

2. He always wears , even in the winter.

3. I bought a new pair of  last week.

4. That old pair of  will be useful for doing jobs in the 
garden.

5. They’re advertising two pairs of  for the price of one.

6. I bought three pairs of  for the summer.

7. Please ensure that you take all your  with you as you 
leave the aircraft.

8. They live on the  of Haryana, almost in the countryside.

9. My  are wet. I’ll have to go upstairs and change.

10. She spent all her  on a trip to South America.

11.  is good for young people.

12.  is the study of language.

13.  is a popular game of England.

14.  is played all over the world.

D. Circle the singular or plural nouns in each sentence.

1. Where are my jeans?

2. These scissors don’t cut well.

3. Bring my glasses to me.

savings     clothes     outskirts     belongings     trousers     binoculars     glasses     
shorts     coolers     billiards     darts     linguistics     athletics   
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4. She has my headphones in her bag.

5. The fish is unique because of its scales.

6. I like to wear pyjamas.

7. Children should wear swimming tights for their classes.

8. Male of the cattle are called bulls.

9. He bought some new clothes yesterday.

10. Children ran down the stairs.

11. The wages are paid on the last day of the month.

12. This group of people have completed the work.

13.  Look! The police are coming.

14. She bought new furniture last week.

15. Can you buy some fruits from the market?

16.  Progress was made in developing new technologies.

17. Physics is our first lesson on Monday morning.

18. Good evening, 'Here is the news'.

19. My maths homework was not easy.

20. For further information on the hotel, phone us.

E. There are more words which can be singular or plural nouns. Create sentences 
using these nouns.

1. army  

2. band  

3. choir  

4. class   

5. club   
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F. Complete each sentence with the plural form of each word in the brackets.

1. There were large, juicy  in her 

cereal. (strawberry)

2. The  in the nursery were sleeping 

peacefully. (baby)

3. A large number of  lined the shelves in 

the library. (dictionary)

4. Numerous water  floated around 

on the pond. (lily)

5. Many  have been written about 

Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. (story)

6. Several  were flying around 

the trash can. (fly)

7. Komal and Pritesh visited five different  in Europe. 

(country)

8. Shanthi won three  at the track and field meet. (trophy)

9. Five  were evacuated from their 

homes. (family)

10. The waitress offered my family a variety 

of  . (jelly)
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Activity 2
Noun Mad Libs

Have students write a short paragraph. Then have them erase all the nouns in 
their stories. Have pairs come together and do Mad Libs with their stories. One 
student can name nouns blindly while the other plugs them into his or her story 
in singular or plural form. Then have students share their Mad Libs with the 
whole class. You can also modify the activity by having students choose a short 
paragraph from a book and then having partners think of singular / plural nouns 
to replace.

Fun time

Activity 1
The Longest List

Have students break into groups, and have them make a four-column chart 
with the titles ‘Person,’ ‘Place,’ ‘Thing,’ or ‘Idea.’ Tell them that they will have 
two minutes to fill out each column with as many nouns as they can think of. 
Encourage students to share their lists with the class, and reward the longest fully 
correct list.
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Test paper - 1

A. Underline the simple subjects in the following sentences.  

1. I want a new car. 

2. James is nice. 

3. The sun is moving. 

4. Max wrote the letter. 

5. The letter was written by Max.

6. I love to read books.

7. She likes to go swimming.

B. Underline the simple predicates in the following sentences.

1. I run with my dog. 

2. We made a cake. 

3. The cake was made by us.

4. Jessica and Rebecca are playing the piano and singing.

5. We will be running in the race this Sunday.

6. Ramu rides his new bicycle.

7. Sanju is going to participate in a competition.

C. Underline the simple subjects and draw a box around the simple predicates in the 
following sentences. 

1. The dentist charges ` 6200 for a visit. 

2. The baby weighed 7.2 kilograms at birth. 

3. We need to make a new plan. 

4. I want to go to the concert, but I don’t have enough money.

5. My friend and I are going to the movies tonight.

6. Her sister is a famous actress.

7. This house is so huge and spacious to live in.

Let us rewind
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D. Write five to 10 complete sentences of your own relating to a trip that you have 
been to. Underline the simple subjects and circle the simple predicates.

E. Underline the proper noun and circle the common noun.

1. Mahesh bought a blanket from Patna.

2. The Nile is the longest river in the world.

3. Smita is an intelligent girl.

4. December is the last month of the year.

5. I saw roses and sunflowers in the park.

6. Monday is the first working day of the week.

7. Have you read the story ‘Shoemaker and the elves’?

8. The Taj Mahal is one of the seven wonders in the world.

9. Rahul is my brother and he is a lawyer.

10. Mahesh is sitting on a revolving chair.

F. Complete the sentences using the collective nouns.

1. We go out with our  .

2. Gaurav gave a  of flowers to his friend.

3. Mother forgot to carry her  of keys.

4. Look at the  of fish swimming in the lake.

5. There is a  of grapes on the tree. 

6. The  of girls sing beautifully.

7. A  of musicians are playing the instruments.

8. I can see a  of ships on the sea.

9. A  of cattle grazes in the fields.

10.  Do not go near the  of ants. 
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G. Write the answers of the following questions. All are abstract nouns. 

Example: What quality does a foolish servant show? Foolishness 

1. What quality does a cruel king show? 

2. What quality does a brave person show? 

3. What quality does a coward show?  

4. What quality does a lazy boy show? 

5. What quality does an angry woman show?

6. What quality does an innocent girl show?

7. What quality does a proud woman show?

8. What quality does a true tale show? 

9. What quality does a humble man show? 

10. What quality does an honest leader show?

H. Match the compound words in the boxes.

chalk     candle     snow     rain     paper     pine     scare    blue     horse     pea     
thunder     sail     rain     tooth     foot     mail     clothes     screw     grand     week

back     nut     storm     boat    bow     paste     prints     box     line     driver     
mother     end     board     stick     ball     coat     clip     apple     crow    bird

I. Write the plural form of the words in the blank areas. 

1. Did you stick one toe or two  through the hole in the sock? 

2. Did she put one loaf or two  in the oven?

3. Will he provide me with one brief or two  before the speech? 

4. Would you prefer one pickle or two  in your tiffin box?

5. Does your physics experiment require one pulley or two ? 

6. Would you like one edge or two  exposed to the sun?
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7. Are you shipping one box or two  to your family? 

8. Is there one goose or two  in the pond? 

9. Did you climb up one tree or two  yesterday? 

10. Did you have to tie up one lace or two ? 

11. Did the fire burn one gully or two ?

12. Will you donate one bicycle or two  to the orphanage?

13. Did they buy one puppy or two ? 

14. Do you admire one hero or two  in your life? 

15. Should we put one bench or two  in the memorial garden?

J. Choose the correct word for each sentence and write it on the blank.

1. Mala’s sister was missing two of her  . (teeth / toothes) 

2. The  were against the wall in the room. (beds / bed )

3. Five  slithered across the back yard. (snake / snakes )

4. There were three  at the park. (benchs / benches)

5. Prabhu ate five  for breakfast. (pancake / pancakes)

6. Alan has two  full of trophies. (shelves / shelfs )

7. There are three  in their strollers at the mall. (babys / babies)

8. Bablo saw four  parked in front of the school. (bicycles / bicycle)

9. Dinesh  noticed a few  out in the pasture. (calves / calfs)

10. Tomorrow, Betty  will plant two  in her yard. (tree / trees)

11. I filled three  full of sand. (bucket / buckets)

12. My mom shipped two  to my grandmother. (boxes / boxes)
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K. Write the plural form of each noun. 

1. Kareena’s dog had five  in her litter. (puppy)

2. My parents went to two different  this weekend. (party)

3. Many  are attracted to the flowers in the garden. 
(butterfly) 

4. Most large  have skyscrapers. (city)  

5. Kunal ate a large bowl of  after dinner. (cherry)

6. There were a variety of  in the bag. (candy)

7. Maria dropped three  on the ground. (penny) 

8. The boys visited three art  on their trip. (gallery)

9. There were  in Ali’s smoothie. (berry)

10. Rekha owns two  of her mom’s book. (copy)
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